SOUTH AFRICA With Waterkloof Airshow SEP 16-26

This year we are doing a more in depth tour of South Africa, flying with Emirates
SUN 16 Evening flight with Emirates to DUBAI, arriving early morning.
MON 17 Arrive in DUBAI with a few hours in transit and connect to JNB flight at arriving in the afternoon.
We transfer to our airport hotel. Both the hotel and terminal have excelent views.
TUE 18 Today we visit RAND, GRAND CENTRAL, with full ramp tours at both, returning in the evening.
WED 19 We have full day ramp tour at Lanseria, both sides of airport, with lunch break between ramps.
THU 20 We have the whole day free at JNB, with visits to some of the hangars and spend the afternoon
taking pictures from the sports fields at the back of the airport. Possible charter of DC3 or Ju52.
FRI 21 Today we visit WONDERBOOM, SWARTKOPF and SAAF museum
SAT 22 Whole day visit to the SA AIRSHOW, Waterkloof AB. We hope to fly by Historic flight DC4 (or 2 as
we did with the last 2 airshows).
SUN 23 Late morning flight to DURBAN. We have a tour of the main airport on arrival, then transfer
to our nearby hotel.
MON 24 We have the morning at VICTORIA airport followed by PIETERMARITZBURG in the
afternoon. We have a late evening flight to CAPE TOWN and a nearby airport hotel.
TUE 25 We hope to have airport visits at both CAPE TOWN INTL and MORNINGSTAR airports.
We depart for Dubai on the late evening flight.
WED 26 We have quite a few hours in transit in Dubai, before our onward flight to the UK.

- There is an option to stay on in DUBAI on the return, for 3 nights. £190 -

REGIONAL DEPARTURES ARE INCLUDED - EXTENSIONS ARE POSSIBLE

Cost: £1595

DEPOSIT: £495

Single Room: £365

Including flights and all taxes, Ground transportation, 8 nights hotel (Bed and Breakfast)

***PRICE INCLUDES 2 x DC4 FLIGHTS***

